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Abstract
The Tuolumne Intrusive Complex, an upper-crustal (7–11 km emplacement depths), incrementally
constructed (95–85 Ma growth history) plutonic complex (~1100 km2), preserves evidence from several data sets indicating the repeated, multiscale, magmatic erosion of older units occurred and that
some eroded material was recycled into younger magma batches. These include: (1) map patterns of
internal contacts (hundreds of kilometers) that show local hybrid units, truncations, and evidence of
removal of older units by younger; (2) the presence of widespread xenolith and cognate inclusions
(thousands), including “composite” inclusions; (3) the presence of widespread enclaves (millions),
including “composite” enclaves, plus local enclave swarms that include xenoliths and cognate inclusions; (4) the presence of widespread schlieren-bound magmatic structures (>9000) showing evidence
of local (meter-scale) truncations and erosion; (5) antecrystic zircons (billions) and other antecrystic
minerals from older units now residing in younger units; (6) whole-rock geochemistry including
major element, REE, and isotopic data; and (7) single mineral petrographic and geochemical studies
indicating mixing of distinct populations of the same mineral. Synthesis of the above suggests that
some erosion and mixing occurred at greater crustal depths, but that thousands of “erosion events” at
the emplacement site resulted in removal of ~35–55% of the original plutonic material from the presently exposed surface with some (~25%?) being recycled into younger magmas and the remainder was
either erupted or displaced downward. The driving mechanisms for mixing/recycling are varied but
likely include buoyancy driven intrusion of younger batches into older crystal mushes, collapse and
avalanching along growing and over-steepened solidification fronts within active magma chambers
(1 to >500 km2 in size), and local convection in magma chambers driven by internal gradients (e.g.,
buoyancy, temperature, and composition).
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Introduction
A broad discussion in the Earth sciences community continues
about the sorts of magmatic processes that take place within middle
and upper crustal magma chambers (defined as interconnected regions of crystal-melt mixtures) before they crystallize into plutons
(solidified intrusive bodies). Are these magma chambers small,
ephemeral, and static, in which little to no mingling, mixing, or
fractionation occur, or do large, longer-lived, dynamic magma
chambers sometimes form in which extensive mixing, mingling,
and fractionation significantly change original magma source
characteristics? A slight modification of this debate focuses on
the degree to which, and mechanisms by which, separate magma
batches (e.g., originally separate batches of crystal-melt mixtures)
physically and chemically interact as they arrive in incrementally growing magma chambers or plutons (Michaut and Jaupart
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2006). As these new batches arrive, preexisting material must be
moved: there has been little discussion about how space is made
for these younger batches as they move into the growing magma
chambers or plutons. In the context of the previous questions, one
can ask how younger batches displace older intrusive materials
and whether some older material is recycled into arriving batches
by mixing, physical incorporation, or assimilation? The latter
processes require some form of significant physical interaction
in which younger batches, while still in a crystal mush state,
can “erode” older materials and incorporate or “recycle” them
into the arriving batch. Attempting to address many aspects of
these debates draws attention to what sorts of processes occur
along internal contacts either between separate batches (Bergantz
2000; Žák and Paterson 2005; Memeti et al. 2010b) and/or along
solidification fronts within magma chambers (Marsh 1996, 2006;
Žák and Paterson 2010).
Below we address the above questions by examining evidence for internal processes at scales ranging from ~100 km to
centimeters in the Tuolumne Intrusive Complex, or TIC (Fig.
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